Statement on Copyright in Relation to
A New Zealand Prayer Book
He Karakia Mihinare o Aotearoa
1.
Copyright is held by The Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and
Polynesia and is in three parts in terms of the texts in the various language
groups as described on the page opposite the contents (page v) of the book.
2.
All rights reserved. Except for the special exemptions listed below no part of
this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, or any information storage and retrieval system,
without permission in writing from the copyright holder.
3.

Special Exemptions:
(a)

(b)

Reproduction for a single occasion: The material provided in this
book may be reproduced without written permission and without
payment of a fee, provided that the following conditions are observed:
(i)

Copies are not sold;

(ii)

Use is limited to a particular named parish or worshipping
community. Name is to be shown;

(iii)

An acknowledgment is included which reads as follows: This
copyright material is taken from ‘A New Zealand Prayer
Book - He Karakia Mihinare o Aotearoa’ and is used with
permission.

(iv)

Copies or reproductions are made of whole pages or sections
of text without editing the text, rubrics or language versions.

Reproduction for repeated use: The material provided in this book
may be reproduced provided that written permission is obtained from
the General Secretary of The Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New
Zealand and Polynesia and the following conditions are observed:
(i)

Copies are not sold;

(ii)

Use is limited to a particular named parish or worshipping
community, for particular occasions. Name is to be shown;

(iii)

The copies are used to supplement and not replace A New
Zealand Prayer Book / He Karakia Mihinare o Aotearoa;

(iv)

An acknowledgment is included which reads as follows: This
copyright material is taken from ‘A New Zealand Prayer
Book - He Karakia Mihinare o Aotearoa’ and is used with
permission.

(v)

Copies or reproductions are made of whole pages or sections
of text without editing the text, rubrics or language versions.

(c)

Reproduction for Overhead Projector Transparencies: (and data
projection) The same conditions apply as for the printed text. For
repeated use written permission must be applied for.
The correct title for the liturgy reproduced must be displayed on the
cover or at the head of the text.
All these exemptions are conditional on the particular parish or
worshipping community being in possession of a set of A New
Zealand Prayer Book / He Karakia Mihinare o Aotearoa for ordinary
congregational use.

The content of A New Zealand Prayer Book / He Karakia Mihinare o
Aotearoa is the result of a long and careful process of debate and
consultation, leading to the eventual adoption by the General Synod / Te
Hinota Whanui of the various liturgies contained in the book as Formularies of
the Church. Any changes to the text would need to go through the same
careful process. Furthermore the contents also reflect the bi-cultural
commitment of this Church and the three partner (or Tikanga) covenant
relationship, and the search for more inclusive language for addressing God
and one another.
The integrity of the rites need to be respected and these principles adhered
to.
For these reasons any adaptation or rearrangement of the Prayer Book
material must respect this background. This includes not only the wording of
the text but the rubrics, the sequence and balance of liturgical elements or
movements and the variety of language versions.
Within these constraints there are great opportunities for tapping the potential
of the book. For example, portions of the daily devotional material, (page
104f) and the seasonal material (page 525f) can be incorporated in other
services, and the provisions of page 511f can be used creatively for special
Eucharistic occasions.
Further questions on new ways of using material from A New Zealand
Prayer Book / He Karakia Mihinare o Aotearoa should be addressed in the
first instance to the General Secretary of The Anglican Church in Aotearoa,
New Zealand and Polynesia, P O Box 87188, Meadowbank, Auckland 1742.
These guidelines apply equally to reproduction of material in printed form on
paper, card or transparency, (or for data projection).
At the request of the Diocese of Polynesia, local languages may replace the
Maori text.
(Refer Title G Canon 10)
The Church recognises that the authorised texts in the various languages
used, or to be used, are of equal authority.
As approved by the Standing Committee of General Synod / Te Hinota Whanui Minute 1210 - July 1995.
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